Optical and magneto-optical properties of Bi substituted yttrium iron garnets prepared by metal organic decomposition
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Abstract: In this work, we present a systematic study of optical and magneto-optical properties of \( \text{Y}_3\text{xBixFe}_5\text{O}_{12} \) thin films with various Bi concentrations \( (x = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3) \) prepared by Metal Organic Decomposition on \( \text{Gd}_3\text{Ga}_5\text{O}_{12} \) (100) substrates. We used magneto-optical spectroscopy and spectroscopic ellipsometry. Spectral dependence of complex refraction indexes obtained from ellipsometric measurements revealed increasing optical absorption with increasing Bi concentrations. Faraday and Kerr magneto-optical spectra measured in the photon energy range from 1.5 to 5.5 eV clearly demonstrated that the increasing Bi concentration enhances the spin-orbit coupling and influences the magneto-optical effect. Using the magneto-optical and ellipsometric experimental data we deduced a spectral dependence of complete permittivity tensor in a wide spectral range. Comparison of obtained results with the results reported on Liquid Phase Epitaxy bulk-like garnets with small Bi concentrations showed agreement and confirmed a high optical and magneto-optical quality of investigated films.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic garnets have attracted a considerable attention due to spintronic phenomena such as the spin Seebeck effect [1] and spin Hall magneto-resistance [2], or applications in integrated magneto-optical (MO) [3, 4] and non-reciprocal photonic devices [5, 6]. Yttrium iron garnets with high bismuth ion concentrations, Y_{3-x}Bi_xFe_5O_{12} (Bi:YIGs) exhibit very strong spin-orbit coupling caused by the presence of Bi resulting into a high MO figure of merit [7–14]. Several techniques such as liquid phase epitaxy, pulse laser deposition, sol-gel method or metalorganic chemical vapor deposition have been used to grow Bi:YIGs films of high optical and MO quality [15–28]. Among them, metal organic decomposition (MOD) has demonstrated to be a very promising method, because it is inexpensive and guarantees highly uniform chemical composition and purity combined with chemical stability [29]. Moreover, MOD is advantageous because of the good productivity, since it involves simple processes performed in the air and it ensures a possibility of formation over a large area. Finally, MOD is an effective technique for the preparation of Bi:YIGs thin films with high Bi content (x ≥ 2) (including the full substitution) which is usually rather complicated and possible only with a few non-equilibrium growth techniques [30]. A systematic optical and MO study of MOD Bi:YIGs thin films was not reported yet, although optical and MO properties are important indicators of the overall film quality.

The main purpose of our investigation in the present work was to fully determine the dielectric permittivity tensor of Bi:YIGs thin films. We used optical and MO spectral measurements at energies from 1.5 to 5 eV. Obtained results allowed us to compare the properties of investigated Bi:YIGs thin films prepared by MOD to properties of bulk-like Bi:YIGs with small Bi concentrations prepared by epitaxial growth [7, 9]. We examined optical properties by Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) supported by transmission intensity measurements. From these data we derived the diagonal permittivity tensor elements. We examined MO properties by spectroscopic polar MO Kerr effect (MOKE) and Faraday rotation and ellipticity measurements. Using a combination of the SE results with MO measurements we determined the spectral dependence of off-diagonal permittivity tensor elements.

2. Theory

The behavior of electromagnetic waves in a material can be described by permittivity and permeability tensors. At optical frequencies, we can take magnetic permeability as unity. If we are working with a cubic crystal and magnetization parallel to the z-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system (the magnetic film-ambient interface is normal to the z-axis), the dielectric permittivity tensor has the form...
In this work we restricted ourselves to linear MO effects, which implies $\varepsilon_3 = \varepsilon_1$ [31, 32]. All elements of the tensor have a real and imaginary part:

$$
\varepsilon = \begin{pmatrix}
\varepsilon_1 & -i\cdot\varepsilon_2 & 0 \\
-i\cdot\varepsilon_2 & \varepsilon_1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \varepsilon_3
\end{pmatrix},
$$

(1)

We can describe optical behavior of the sample upon both, light reflection and transmission, in the base of s and p polarization components by Jones reflection and transmission matrices [31,32]

$$
J^g_{sp} = \begin{pmatrix}
r_{ss} & r_{sp} \\
r_{ps} & r_{pp}
\end{pmatrix} ,
$$

(3)

$$
J^t_{sp} = \begin{pmatrix}
t_{ss} & t_{sp} \\
t_{ps} & t_{pp}
\end{pmatrix} ,
$$

(4)

Matrix elements are the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients for the s and p polarized waves.

We can derive diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor from the SE data analysis. The change in the polarization state of the reflected beam can be expressed by ellipsometric Psi ($\psi$) and Delta ($\Delta$) parameters defined by equation

$$
\tan \psi \cdot e^{i\Delta} = \rho = \frac{r_{pp}}{r_{ss}}.
$$

(5)

In this equation, $\tan\psi$ is the magnitude of the reflectivity ratio and $\Delta$ is the phase. The $r_{pp}$ and $r_{ss}$ are amplitude reflection coefficients for s and p polarization measured from the alternating current (AC) signal [33]. A common approach to increase the information content when measuring absorbing thin film on transparent substrate is to supplement the SE data with intensity transmission data (transmitted intensity is calculated from the AC signal). The important step in the SE analysis is the proper parametrization of the dispersion of the unknown optical functions. In this work, we used Kramers-Kronig (KK) consistent Tauc-Lorentz, general Herzinger-Johns and Gaussian parameterization. Tauc-Lorentz parameterization defines the imaginary part of the complex dielectric function as

$$
\varepsilon_{ii} = \begin{cases}
\frac{AmpE_E, Br(E - E_g)^2}{E(E^2 - E_g^2) + Br^2E_g^2}, & E > E_g \\
0, & E \leq E_g
\end{cases}
$$

(6)

Parameters $E_0$, $E_g$, Amp, $Br$ denote the center energy of oscillator, band gap energy, amplitude and the broadening parameter respectively [33, 34]. $\varepsilon_{ii}$ is obtained using analytical integration of KK relation. The Herzinger-Johns model utilizes four polynomials to accurately reproduce complicated shapes of dielectric functions. This model is primarily intended to fit dielectric functions of semiconductors and other crystalline materials. A detailed description can be found in [33, 35]. Finally, Gaussian oscillator produces Gaussian line shape in $\varepsilon_{ii}$.
The function $\Gamma$ is a convergence series that produces a KK consistent line shape for $\varepsilon_1$ [33, 36].

With the knowledge of the diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor, we can derive the off-diagonal elements using a combination of MOKE and Faraday spectra along with theoretical calculations. These calculations are based on Yeh’s 4x4 matrix formalism which is discussed in detail in [31, 32, 37]. We can express the change in a polarization state of the light upon reflection/transmission by the complex Kerr MO angle $\Phi_K$ and the complex Faraday MO angle $\Phi_F$. These are for p-polarized incident light defined as follows

$$\Phi_K = \theta_K - i \cdot \varepsilon_K = \frac{r_{pp}}{r_{pp}},$$ (10)

$$\Phi_F = \theta_F - i \cdot \varepsilon_F = \frac{t_{pp}}{t_{pp}}.$$ (11)

In these equations $\Theta_k$ is the Kerr rotation, $\varepsilon_k$ is the Kerr ellipticity, $\Theta_F$ is the Faraday rotation and $\varepsilon_F$ is the Faraday ellipticity. Here we define MO figure of merit as $2|\Theta_F|/\alpha$, where $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient. Let us consider the case of a 2 layered medium, where the first layer is a bulk substrate and the second layer is a thin film. We will work in Cartesian coordinates where the sample interface is perpendicular to the z-axis, the wave vector of the incident light is perpendicular to the x-axis and each layer is characterized by a complex permittivity tensor and a thickness. In this case, Yeh Matrix Formalism allows to express the relationship between the electric field amplitudes on the substrate/film interface ($E_0^{(0)}(z)$) and the electric field amplitudes on the film/ambient interface ($E_0^{(2)}(z_1)$) as

$$E_0^{(0)}(z) = [D^{(0)}]^{-1} D^{(1)} P^{(1)} [D^{(1)}]^{-1} D^{(2)} E_0^{(2)}(z_1) = M E_0^{(2)}(z_1).$$ (12)

Superscripts in brackets, $n = 0, 1$ and 2 are markers of the substrate (0), thin film (1) and the ambient half space (2). P stands for propagation matrix

$$P_{ij}^{(n)} = \delta_{ij} \exp(i \frac{\delta}{c} N_{ij}^{(n)} t_n)$$ (13)

and $D$ for dynamical matrix defined as

$$D_{ij}^{(n)} = -\varepsilon_i^{(n)} (\varepsilon_j^{(n)} - N_j^{(n)}),$$

$$D_{ij}^{(n)} = N_{ij}^{(n)} D_{ij}^{(n)}$$

$$D_{ij}^{(n)} = (\varepsilon_i^{(n)} - N_i^{(n)}) (\varepsilon_j^{(n)} - N_j^{(n)} - (N_{ij}^{(n)})^2),$$

$$D_{ij}^{(n)} = -\varepsilon_i^{(n)} (\varepsilon_j^{(n)} - N_j^{(n)} - (N_{ij}^{(n)})^2)$$ (14)

where $t_n$, $N_{ij}$ and $N_j$ are the thickness of the n-th layer, $z$ components of the reduced wave vector and $y$ component of the reduced wave vector respectively [31].
Model structure used in our SE, MOKE and Faraday effect analysis consisted of a semi-infinite GGG substrate and Bi:YIGs layer. We also considered surface roughness and GGG/Bi:YIG interface roughness. These were represented by thin layers with permittivities given by Bruggeman Effective Medium Approximation formula (BEMA). BEMA creates an effective dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ for a system made up of inclusions of a material with dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_m$ in a material with dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_h$ as follows:

$$
(f - 1) \frac{\varepsilon_h - \varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} + D(\varepsilon_h - \varepsilon_{\text{eff}})} = f \frac{\varepsilon_m - \varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} + D(\varepsilon_m - \varepsilon_{\text{eff}})},
$$

(15)

In this formula $f$ denotes the volume fraction of the $\varepsilon_m$ material inclusions ($f \in (0, 1)$) and $D$ stands for depolarization fixed to $1/3$, which corresponds to spherical inclusions [38].

3. Experimental details

3.1 MOD and sample characterization

In this work, we studied $Y_{3-x}Bi_xFe_5O_{12}$ thin films ($x = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3$) prepared on $Gd_3Ga_5O_{12}$ (GGG) (100) substrates. Compositions of garnet films are listed in the Table 1. The thin films were prepared by MOD method. MOD liquids for garnet films consisted of solutions made of Bi, Y, and Fe carboxylates. The total concentration of carboxylates was $3 – 4\%$ [39, 40]. We prepared MOD liquids by mixing each solution to obtain desired chemical compositions. We spin-coated those solutions on GGG (100) substrates with 3000 rpm for 60 s. This process was followed by drying at 100 °C for 30 minutes using a hot-plate. In order to decompose organic materials and to obtain amorphous oxide films, we pre-annealed samples at 450 °C for 30 minutes. We repeated this procedure, from spin coating to pre-annealing, 4-5 times in order to obtain appropriate thicknesses. Thin films examined in the present study had nominal thicknesses 160 and 200 nm (see Table 1). We determined nominal thicknesses from the number of MOD cycles calibrated by X-ray measurements. Finally, we annealed the samples for crystallization in a furnace at 700 °C for 3 hours. We performed all thermal treatments in the air. Further information on garnet films prepared by MOD method can be found in Ref [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film composition</th>
<th>Indication in figures and text</th>
<th>Nominal thickness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bi$_3$Fe$<em>5$O$</em>{12}$</td>
<td>Bi3IG</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y$<em>{0.5}$Bi$</em>{2.5}$Fe$<em>5$O$</em>{12}$</td>
<td>Bi2.5YIG</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y$<em>{1}$Bi$</em>{2}$Fe$<em>5$O$</em>{12}$</td>
<td>Bi2YIG</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y$<em>{1.5}$Bi$</em>{1.5}$Fe$<em>5$O$</em>{12}$</td>
<td>Bi1.5YIG</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement

We performed SE measurements on a Mueller matrix ellipsometer Woollam RC2. We measured spectral dependence of ellipsometric parameters $\psi$ and $\Delta$ in reflection and in the spectral range from 1.5 to 6.5 eV at incident angles $55^\circ$, $60^\circ$ and $65^\circ$. We used the same equipment to measure the transmission spectra in the same spectral range at the incidence angle $0^\circ$.

3.3 Magneto-optical measurements

We studied MO properties of samples by MOKE and MO Faraday effect spectroscopy. We measured MOKE rotation and ellipticity spectra in the polar configuration using a method of generalized MO ellipsometry with rotating analyzer [32] allowing the determination of the rotation angles with precision better than 0.001 degree. We acquired the spectra of polar MOKE rotation and ellipticity at room temperature at nearly normal light incidence. Applied magnetic field was 1.2 T, which was enough for samples saturation. Incident light was p-polarized. We recorded data in the photon energy range from 1.4 to 5 eV.
We measured Faraday rotation and ellipticity spectra using the same experimental method. We acquired spectra of Faraday rotation and ellipticity at room temperature using magnetic field 665 mT, which was enough for samples saturation. We recorded experimental data in the photon energy range from 1.4 to 4 eV. Faraday hysteresis loops were measured at 3 eV.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Spectroscopic ellipsometry

We analyzed SE experimental data using a CompleteEase software provided by Woollam Co.. We determined spectral dependences of optical parameters (diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor $\varepsilon_{1r}$ and $\varepsilon_{1i}$) of GGG and Bi:YIGs materials using a combination of ellipsometric and transmission measurements. We used transmission spectra because of the strong interference observed in $\psi$ and $\Delta$ in the transparent region below 2.5 eV. We fitted the SE experimental data using parametrizations and model structure described above to obtain KK consistent results. We parameterized optical functions of GGG substrate shown in Fig. 1 by Tauc-Lorentz function (1 Tauc-Lorentz oscillator in whole measured spectral range) and optical functions of Bi:YIGs shown in Fig. 2 by Gaussian function (3 Gaussian functions especially in the spectral range 3-5.5 eV) and general Herzinger-Johns function (1 function to parameterize spectra especially below 3 eV).

Fig. 1. Spectral dependence of the optical parameters of GGG (100) substrate. The real part $\varepsilon_{1r}$ and imaginary part $\varepsilon_{1i}$ of the dielectric function is plotted using red and blue lines.

Fig. 2. Experimental data for Bi3YIG layer on GGG substrate compared to the theoretical model (black lines). a) Variable angle SE data. Red and green symbols correspond to measured Psi and Delta respectively. b) Measured spectra of Transmission intensity (purple symbols).
Since substrates were transparent and both-side polished, we considered back reflections in the SE analysis. All thicknesses (including roughness and interface layer) were fitted by the CompleteEase software and subsequently used in MOKE and Faraday spectra analysis. We listed some parameters of used parameterization functions in the Table 2 and the fitted thicknesses in the Table 3.

Table 2. Fitted parameters of Gaussian and Herzinger-Johns functions used to parameterize optical properties of Bi:YIGs layers on GGG substrates in the spectral range 1.5 - 6.5 eV. Here, $E_0$ stands for central energy of the function; Amp represents amplitude of the function and $Br$ its broadening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>$E_0$ (eV)</th>
<th>Amp</th>
<th>$Br$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_0$ (eV)</th>
<th>Amp</th>
<th>$Br$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_0$ (eV)</th>
<th>Amp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian 1</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi3IG</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi2.5YIG</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi2YIG</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi1.5YIG</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Fitted thicknesses and volume fractions used for model of Bi:YIGs layers on GGG substrate in the spectral range 1.5 - 6.5 eV. Here, $T_{Bi:YIG}$ stands for Bi:YIG film thickness; $R_{\text{rough}}$ represents film roughness with volume fractions $f_{\text{rough}}$; $R_{\text{interf}}$ represents thickness of film/GGG interface with volume fractions $f_{\text{interf}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{Bi:YIG}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$R_{\text{rough}}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{rough}}$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{interf}}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{interf}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bi3IG</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi2.5YIG</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi2YIG</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi1.5YIG</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement on Bi2.5YIG sample. We did this measurement in order to observe the film quality and also to confirm thicknesses derived from SE. Results of the TEM measurement shown in Fig. 3 confirmed that the film was uniform and epitaxially grown on GGG. (This was expected since X-ray diffraction data on different BiYIGs samples grown in our laboratory revealed garnet structure of examined materials [41].) The Fig. 3(a) revealed that the film had a thickness around 132 nm, which is almost 30 nm less that the nominal thickness. In this figure we can also observe interface layer in the form of contrast layer between GGG and Bi2.5YIG, while a magnified TEM image shown in the Fig. 3(b) revealed that Bi2.5YIG has grown epitaxially on GGG substrate. From these results we assumed that the contrast change was caused by slight distortions and stress between adjacent materials. These observations are in a very good agreement with the results obtained by other methods.
agreement with the SE analysis results (Table 3). We also performed atomic force microscopy roughness measurement on Bi1.5YIG sample. We did this measurement in order to verify relatively high roughness derived from SE. This measurement revealed roughness 11 nm which is also in a good agreement with SE result.

Figures 4 and 5 shows derived spectra of optical parameters $\varepsilon_{1r}$ and $\varepsilon_{1i}$ for all investigated samples. In the case of $\varepsilon_{1r}$ we observed a global maximum around 2.4 eV, local maxima around 3.2 and 4.4 eV and the absorption edge near 2.1 eV. Optical transitions around 2.5, 3.2 and 4.4 eV were also noticeable. Spectra of Bi3YIG and Bi2.5YIG have in the UV region similar shape which is different form the shape of Bi2YIG and Bi1.5YIG. This difference is in a correspondence with the off-diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor spectra (Fig. 5), where we could observe a bigger change in absorption between Bi2YIG and Bi2.5YIG samples. Spectra clearly demonstrated that the bismuth substitution increased amplitudes of $\varepsilon_{1r}$ and $\varepsilon_{1i}$ in the whole spectral range.

In comparison to previous results on the bulk-like films reported by Wittekoek, in here, we can notice smaller $\varepsilon_{1i}$ amplitude and an absorption edge shift from 2.5 to 2.2 eV. However, similar measurement performed on thin single crystal Bi:YIGs films reported absorption data similar to our results [42–44]. Therefore we atributed this disprepancy to the fact that we have been studying thin single crystaline Bi:YIGs films. Previous investigations [8, 45–48] demonstrated that properties of ultra-thin films may significantly differ from properties of thicker films. Difference is ussually caused either by materials’ inhomogeneities or, as the thickness of the films decreases, by the increasing influence of surface and interface defective layers (in here modeled by BEMA) [30, 46, 47].

Fig. 4. Real parts of diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor of Bi:YIGs.
4.2 MOKE and Faraday effect spectroscopy

Figure 6(a) shows measured MOKE rotation spectra. Figure 6(b) shows measured MOKE ellipticity spectra. We observed MOKE rotation maxima around 3.4 and 4 eV and MOKE ellipticity maxima near 3.3 and 4.4 eV which is characteristic for Bi:YIGs MOKE spectra [7,9]. Furthermore, we observed strong MO interference in the form of strong oscillations in the spectral range below 3 eV. Different interference patterns of samples were caused by their different thicknesses. Spectra clearly demonstrated that bismuth substitution increased amplitudes of MOKE rotation and ellipticity effectively.

Figure 7(a) shows measured MO Faraday rotation spectra. Figure 7(b) shows measured MO Faraday ellipticity spectra. We corrected experimental data for the rotation from the substrate. We observed Faraday rotation minima near 2.4 eV and two maxima near 2.7 and 3.2 eV. Faraday ellipticity had maxima at 2.7 and minima at 3.3 eV. Spectra clearly demonstrated that bismuth substitution led to the enhancement of the MO Faraday rotation near to 2.4, 2.7 and 3.2 eV and ellipticity near 2.7 eV. Bi substitution also let to an enhancement of MO figure of merit which at 3 eV increased from 4.2° for Bi1.5YIG to 5.1° for Bi3YIG. We demonstrated Faraday rotation angle enhancement by Faraday hysteresis loop measurements shown in Fig. 8.
We calculated the off-diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor $\varepsilon_{2r}$ and $\varepsilon_{3f}$ from MOKE and Faraday effect spectra using Yeh’s 4x4 matrix formalism and diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor determined by SE. Because of the strong MO interference below 3 eV we
used MO Faraday effect spectra in the spectral range from 1.5 to 3 eV and MOKE spectra in the spectral range from 3 to 5 eV. Figure 9 shows the real part of off-diagonal permittivity tensor elements $\varepsilon_{2r}$ in the whole spectral range. We observed sharp global maxima at 2.4 eV and local maxima 4.2 eV. Transitions on 4.2 eV are most likely due to charge transfers from oxygen to Fe(octahedral) [7]. We also observed minima around 2.7 eV and 3.1 eV especially for higher Bi substitutions. We associated these minima with transitions $t_2$(Fe$^{3+}$) $\rightarrow$ $t_2$(Fe$^{2+}$) and $e_g$(Fe$^{3+}$) $\rightarrow$ $e$(Fe$^{2+}$) which are mainly responsible for the remarkable increase of the Faraday rotation in the visible and near infrared region. Maxima at 2.4 eV are created by the overlap of secondary negative peaks of these two transitions [7]. As expected, bismuth increased $\varepsilon_{2r}$ amplitudes at extremes 2.4, 2.7 and 3.1 significantly.

Figure 10 shows the imaginary part of off-diagonal permittivity tensor elements $\varepsilon_{2i}$ in the whole spectral range. We observed clear maxima at 2.5 and 4.5 eV and one minimum near 3.4 eV. Spectra demonstrated that bismuth substitution increased amplitudes of $\varepsilon_{2i}$, especially around extremes 2.3, 3.4 and 4.5.

![Fig. 10. Imaginary parts of off-diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor of Bi:YIGs.](image)

We would like to note in here that all the calculated permittivity tensor elements spectra have characteristic shape of diagonal and off-diagonal permittivity tensor elements of bulk-like epitaxial Bi:YIGs with small Bi concentrations [7, 9]. We attributed discrepancy to the fact that in this work we characterized epitaxial thin films, which properties may, as explained earlier, differ from the properties of bulk-like materials.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a systematic optical and MO study of Bi:YIGs thin films prepared by MOD. We have used a combination of SE supported by transmission intensity measurements and MOKE and MO Faraday effect spectroscopy. This combination allowed us to successfully determine the spectral dependence of GGG optical constants and spectral dependence of complete permittivity tensors for Bi:YIGs thin films.

The calculated spectra of diagonal and off-diagonal permittivity tensor elements showed features that are characteristic for bulk-like Bi:YIGs thin films with small Bi concentrations prepared by liquid phase epityax [7, 9]. These results therefore confirmed that MOD can be used as an effective technique for the preparation of high optical and MO quality Bi:YIGs thin films with high Bi content.
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